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BACK FROM THE BRINK SPECIES BRIEFING SHEET 

Three-lobed Water Crowfoot 
 (Ranunculus tripartitus) 

 



Three-lobed Water-crowfoo anunculus tripartitus) 
 
DESCRIPTION: A small annual plant with s l white flowers (petals typically less 
than 5 mm long, equal or marginally longer t sepals). This species can sometimes 
have two leaf types; broad, flat (laminar aves and very rarely thread-like  
(capillary) leaves. The former are dark green d deeply divided into three or five 
wedge-shaped lobes. 
 

LIFECYCLE: A winter annual, growing in sha  water, and flowering in late winter 
to spring (March to May). 
 

HABITAT:  Associated with seasonal pools ckways and ditches on mildly acid 
clays, and sands, particularly within heathland as subject to grazing. 
 

DISTRIBUTION:  Occurs sporadically throu
is scattered across the lowland acidic h
(Thames Basin & the Weald), the New F
England, south-west Wales and Anglesey.   
 

UK STATUS:  Classified as Endangered, and
very high risk of extinction in the wild. 
 

UK RARITY: Strong populations still survive
(Cornwall), in Southwest Wales, and th
populations comprise the hybrid R. x nova
severely across much of its range. 
 

REASONS FOR DECLINE:  Loss and fragme
infilling of seasonal pools, cessation of livest
leaved Crowfoot (Ranunculus omniophyllus)
 

PROTECTION UNDER THE LAW:  Liste
Government Biodiversity Action Plan. 
 

HOW TO SURVEY? 
 
TIME OF YEAR:  Best recorded in March to 
 

WHAT TO RECORD?  If possible record t
indication of the overall spread of the popul
over an area 5 x 2 metres) 
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HOW TO MANAGE? 
 

HOW TO MANAGE HABITAT? Three-lobed Water-crowfoot favours well-grazed 
heathland – and populations can be self-sustaining under such circumstances.  Some 
success has been achieved by forcing cattle and other stock through ‘pinch points’ in 
hedges, fences or walls.  Where it is impossible to reinstate grazing, considerable 
success can be achieved by the periodic dredging of pools to their original profile, 
combined with the removal of overhanging trees and bushes. 
 
HOW TO RESTORE TO LOST SITES?  Three-lobed Water-crowfoot has a remarkable 
ability to ‘reappear’ from seed buried in the mud of overgrown pools, and it is still 
worth carrying out restorative works up to thirty to fifty years after a population was 
last recorded.  Restoration will involve dredging of waterbodies (if appropriate), 
together with restoration of grazing.  
 
WHEN TO CARRY OUT WORK?  Tree-clearance work is best undertaken during the 
winter months to avoid breeding bird populations.  Dredging is best undertaken during 
summer and early autumn, ensuring existing populations are carefully avoided.  
 

Deeply 3-5 lobed 
laminar leaves, 
often floating 

Feathery capillary leaves may 
be present on plants in deep-
water sites 
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